Steroid receptor forms and their interaction with cytoplasmic modulators.
The cytoplasmic modulator affecting steroid receptor functions was studied. The diminution in the concentration of the low molecular weight substances in the cytosol caused the increased interaction of hormone-receptor complexes with nuclei (a step termed activation). Furthermore, dialysis of rat uterine cytosol in the absence of estrogens subsequently followed by incubation with isolated nuclei resulted in the demonstration of an appearance of unoccupied nuclear receptor which was found to be 4S form. The addition of the dialyzable compound into rat uterine estrogen receptor system caused the suppression of temperature-dependent activation while the already-activated estrogen receptor was not affected by the small molecules in relation to its nuclear binding ability. These results may indicate that this small molecule, so-called the low molecular weight inhibitor, is capable of interacting with nonactivated receptor. In one of the estrogen-independent Leydig cell tumor lines, unique low-affinity estrogen binder with a mol. wt approximately 36,000 was identified. This binder did not show appreciable nuclear binding ability even after conventional heat activation. However, removal of the small molecules from this cytosol resulted in a marked increase in affinity for estrogens with a concomittant alteration of the mol. wt to approximately 70,000. These changes also paralleled a dramatic enhancement of nuclear binding ability. This small molecule might be different from the low molecular weight inhibitor suppressing receptor activation, since this tumor cytosol containing unique estrogen binder had much less inhibitory activity against receptor activation when compared with those in the other cytosol containing usual estrogen receptor systems. In adult rat urine cytosol, a new modulator was identified to recognize only activated estrogen receptor but not glucocorticoid receptor and to induce receptor aggregation with a concomittant loss of its nuclear binding ability. These reactions were accelerated by the presence of physiological or higher KCl concentration and exposure to a relatively high temperature (20-30 degrees C). Interestingly, this factor was not identified in the immature rat uteri or liver.